
Editorial Desk
Greetings of the day.

Dear Readers,

I, Dr. Rohin Garg, Editor-in- chief on behalf of International Journal of Medical Research

Professionals (IJMRP) welcome all our readers, authors, subscribers and well-wishers. I am very

please and proud at the movement to publish the first issue of IJMRP.

Our journal aims to encourage, support and provide platform for researchers, postgraduate

students; medical and paramedical professionals to publish their valuable and prestigious work in

this scientific medical journal from all over the world. Our journal is run by a young and

dynamic team of highly qualified professionals and experts from concerned specialties in

Medical and Paramedical field.

I believe that this enthusiastic team will take this journal to new heights in medical

research. Our online electronic version with full text articles will be available free of charge to

all members and Institutions. You can also subscribe ours print issue.

I am very thankful to Dr. S. K. Jain, Executive Editor for his consistent support and spirit

without whom this endeavor was impossible for us. I am very grateful to Dr. Dheeraj Saxena,

Member, Editorial Board for his active participation in the drafting of the final manuscripts. I

also appreciate Muskan Garg, for her extensive help in preparation of the final look and design

of our journal.

I am obliged and indebted to all our other very eminent and highly qualified editorial

board members, subject panel experts and referees for their active participation and energetic

work which makes our job smooth.

I am thankful to all the authors for contributing their valuable material and sharing their

views.

I also appreciate the efforts of Mr. Mohd. Qais and Mohd. Waseem, General Manager,

Marwah Infotech and his entire team for their extensive technical support.

Last but not least, thanks to God…… who show me a dream and provide thousands of
hands ,energy and blessing ……….

With warm regards.

Dr. Rohin garg,

Editor-in-chief, IJMRP.


